Welcome to our webinar. We’ll begin shortly…
• All participants are muted upon entry.
• To ask questions or contribute ideas during the webinar, please use the
Q&A box to communicate those to your host and the support team.

• We’ll begin with presentations from each of our speakers before we begin
the Q&A and discussion segment, but feel free to begin submitting your
questions in the Q&A box at any time.
• This webinar is being recorded and will be available on the TS Connect
website shortly.
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Deal or no Deal Changes are coming

BRITISH CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

BREXIT PREPARDNESS
October/November 2020
Suren Thiru
Head of Economics
British Chambers of Commerce

The Chamber Network
•

53 Accredited Chambers of
Commerce across the UK
•
70,000 business members,
employing 5.8m people
•
Interacting with 300,000
non-members annually
•
Supporting 30,000 exporters
•
Processing 700,000 export
documents annually
•
30,000 survey responses
annually
• 60 Chambers worldwide and
growing
• Driving trade and business
insights between the UK and the
rest of the world
Locations of our Global Business Network

The UK and EU are currently in a transition period which is due to end
on 31 December 2020 after which new terms of trade will take affect.
Has your business carried out a risk assessment on the potential
impact of this to your business?
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[q13] The UK and EU are currently in a transition period which
is due to end on 31 December 2020 after which new terms of
trade will take affect.Has your business carried out a risk
assessment on the potential impact of this to your business?

BASE: (Total: N = 483;Int-active: N = 281;UK only: N = 199)

COVID-19 Business
Impacts Tracker 12

Proportion of businesses who carried out a risk assessment
on the impact of Brexit, 2018 vs 2019 vs 2020
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[q4] The UK is scheduled to leave the European Union on 31 October
2019.Has your business carried out a risk assessment on the impact of
Brexit to your business?

Source: BCC
BASE: (Total: N = 1585;Int-active: N = 1210;UK only: N = 357)
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[q16] In July 2020, the Government set out eight steps for businesses to take
to prepare for changes in the movement of goods between the UK and EU.
Which of the following steps, if any, has your business taken, or will take
before the end of the year?
Assess the possible impact of changes on existing contracts
with customers and suppliers
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Register for an EORI number
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Use the gov.uk/transition guidance
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Speak to your local Chamber of Commerce international
trade team
Check if you need customs guarantees or simplified
procedures

Appoint a customs broker/intermediary to make customs
declarations on your behalf
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Check whether you will need customs declarations

Train or upskill staff on making customs declarations
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[q16] In July 2020, the Government set out eight steps for
businesses to take to prepare for changes in the movement of
goods between the UK and EU. Which of the following steps, if
any, has your business taken, or will take before the end of the
year?

BASE: (Total: N = 480;Int-active: N = 281;UK only: N = 196)

COVID-19 Business
Impacts Tracker 12

Cash flow a key concern
Balance of firms reporting improved cash flow
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Feedback from businesses highlight continued gaps in guidance.
Unsure how to handle importing from our
factory in Germany to sell into Rep of Ireland,
where goods do not enter the UK. I read we
needed an Irish EORI number, but that seems
impossible to get, unless registered in the
Irish tax system?
Working with our freight carriers to see where
they are with their own readiness.... Varying
speeds of response from them. Don't yet
know costs of Export Declarations, so difficult
to understand the impact to our business or
whether we pass these on to our customers
(as well as making them aware of import
duties they might have to pay). COVID
continues to consume our time and efforts, as
we all focus on maintaining a good enough
level of business to survive.... so Brexit has
really taken a back seat.

Main challenges have been establishing
arrangements for duties and VAT post
January. Also, the mechanism for having
a single point of customs clearance into
the EU for subsequent free movement
within the EU27.
Biggest barrier is not actually
knowing if there will be a deal or
not, running it down the line means
the details still are not known.
Against the backdrop of
Coronavirus, Brexit should have
been deferred.
Preparation for Brexit was put on hold
dealing with Covid issues. I now feel I
am behind the curve and I am
investigating possible solutions, I find
the Gov website confusing.

Pessimistic outlook for the end of Brexit transition period

• Large gaps remain between UK and EU on future trade deal:
• Sunday deadline looming
• Significant areas of dispute remain, including on the ‘level
playing field'
• Progress has been made:
• UK has signed ‘continuity’ agreements covering 57
countries & nearly £200bn of trade is no small
achievement.
• EU-UK Joint Committee agreement in principle on NI
Protocol

• It is imperative that businesses prepare for the new
arrangements as soon as possible, under a deal or no-deal
scenario.

But steps can be taken to ease the transition…
1.

If you have one, have you consulted with your Board of Directors on the end
of the Brexit transition period – or scheduled an opportunity to do so?
2. Speak to your local chamber of commerce, they are experienced in
International trade and can help guide you
3. Register here for an Economic Operator Registration and Identification
(EORI) number, you need this to Import and Export
4. Have you mapped your supplier and customer base – and considered how
changes in the UK-EU trade relationship could affect them?
5. Plan how your business will deal with customs declarations
6. Appoint a customs broker/intermediary to make customs declarations on
your behalf
7. Have you checked to see if your sector is included in the guidance issued by
the UK Government and European Commission?
8. Check if customs guarantees and simplified procedures will be helpful for
your business and complete the application processes
9. Identify the staff that can be trained on customs and apply for HMRC grant
funding
10. Use the guidance available at https://www.gov.uk/transition

…resources are also available to help:
• BCC have created an End of Brexit Transition Period Checklist which
has been prepared in response to BCC research on business
preparation, member queries and the information available from
government:
https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/media/get/End%20of%20Transi
tion%20Period%20Checklist%20-%20December%202020.pdf
• ChamberCustoms a customs advisory, training and brokerage service
delivered through Chambers of Commerce across the UK:
https://www.chambercustoms.co.uk
Contact details:
Tel: 0207 7654 5801
Email: s.thiru@britishchambers.org.uk
Twitter: @Suren_Thiru
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Food Standards
Devon, Somerset and Torbay Trading Standards

Brexit and Food
Labelling

GENERAL FOOD LABELLING
• Free Trade agreement or
No Deal
• EU emblems or flags
• Country of origin – UK /
EC
• Deadline 30 September
2022 – UK only
• Product specific rules –
minced meat, fruit &
veg, olive oil, honey,
beef & veal, eggs

FOOD PLACED ON THE
MARKET BEFORE 01 JAN 2021 -

Food Exports

Food of animal origin – can
continue to be sold in the EU
Food of non animal origin

ORGANIC FOODS
•

EU Organic Logo

•

New UK Logos to be used from 01 Jan
2021

•

List of UK Organic Control Bodies

•

–

Organic Farmers & Growers CIC

–

Organic Food Federation

–

Soil Association

–

Biodynamic Association Certification

–

Irish Organic Association

–

Organic Trust CLG

–

Quality Welsh Food Certification Ltd

–

OF&G (Scotland) Ltd

Equivalency deal?

PROTECTED FOOD NAMES
• EU scheme
– Logos
– Existing authorisations – will continue to be
recognised

• New UK Protected Food Names Scheme
– New logos
– All new applications to DEFRA
– Recognise existing EU authorisations

Please put your Questions in the
chat box.
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Guide
to UKCA
Marking
LEE TAYLOR
TRADING STANDARDS OFFICER
DEVON, SOMERSET & TORBAY
TRADING STANDARDS

The UKCA Mark…

From Jan 1st 2021, the UKCA mark is the
new mark or declaration that shows
products supplied in the GB market comply
with relevant safety standards.

The UKCA Mark…

The Products…
Toys
Recreational craft and personal watercraft
Simple pressure vessels

Electromagnetic compatibility
Non-automatic weighing instruments
Measuring instruments
Lifts
ATEX
Radio equipment

The Products…
Pressure equipment
Personal protective equipment
Gas appliances

Machinery
Aerosols
Ecodesign
Outdoor Noise
Low voltage electrical equipment
Restriction of hazardous substances

Special Products…
Medical Devices
Construction Products
Civil Explosives

Rail Interoperability

Only for these four types of product the
deadlines to UKCA mark the product are
different and for some its a mandatory
requirement from January 1st 2021.

Essentially…
Anything that currently requires a CE mark
will eventually need a UKCA mark to be
supplied in GB.
By GB I mean England, Scotland & Wales
because Northern Ireland has special
arrangements with the EU.

Basically…
After a transition period the CE mark will not be
recognised in GB.
Similarly, the UKCA mark will not be recognised
in the EU or NI.
Therefore, you need the right marking on the
right product for the right area, otherwise its
non compliant.

Good News…
The regulations are the same for at least
the “near future”.
Which means, for now, if you are importing,
exporting or manufacturing CE marked
products, 80% of what you do will not
change.

Practically…
You will be affected by this because;
•

You are manufacturing and/or exporting CE
marked goods for the EU market; and/or,

•

You are manufacturing and/or importing CE
marked goods for the GB market

If your goods are for the
EU market…
•

You carry on CE marking goods as before

•

A lot of things stay the same

•

Changes relate to 3rd party assessors, notified
bodies, authorised representatives and
direct exporting

If your goods are for the
EU market…
•

If GB based 3rd party assessors and/or notified
bodies are used they need to be “recognised”
by the EU. Authorised representatives need to be
situated in the EU.

•

If directly importing into the EU, those to whom
you supply could officially become “importers”,
they will have extra legal responsibilities, and so
will be asking for more information about the
product. Some may find this a shock!

A misconception…
•
•

•
•

“…We’re going to get a new deal and this will all
go away…”
Negotiations are ongoing on a Mutual
Recognition Agreement (MRA), but only covers
the 3rd party assessors and notified bodies based
in GB and EU, to ensure they are recognised in
the other’s regulatory process.
This does not mean that the UKCA mark will be
recognised in the EU and vice verse.
So there is definitely work to be done.

If your goods are for the
GB market…
•

You can continue CE marking goods as
before

•

A lot of things stay the same

•

Changes relating to 3rd party assessors,
notified bodies, authorised representatives
and direct importing apply vice-verse to us

•

You now have to apply the UKCA mark.

If your goods are for the
GB market…
•

UKCA Mark Important Dates

•

January 1st 2021 – Can begin using the
UKCA mark on products

•

January 1st 2022 – CE mark no longer
officially recognised in GB

•

January 1st 2023 – UKCA mark needs to
be directly affixed to the product

If your goods are for the
GB market…
•
•

•

•

•

If you’re importing CE marked goods into the GB
market you may now be considered “importers”
You may now have responsibility for the safety of
the goods you import
You will need to keep more information on the
product (e.g. technical files, testing results,
declarations of conformity, etc.)
You’ll need to add their name and address to
the product
You’ll need to ensure the UKCA mark is applied

Northern Ireland?…

The Northern Ireland
arrangements are ever
changing, but as things
currently stand this
table briefly explains
what’s required for
which activity in an
area;

Type of good (see list of product areas
below)

Accepted marking or combination of
markings*

Placing goods on the market in Northern
Ireland

Manufactured goods being placed on the
market in NI using an EU conformity
assessment body

CE

Manufactured goods being placed on the
market in NI using a UK-based body

CE and UKNI

Manufactured goods being placed on the
GB market until the end of 2021

UKCA or CE

Manufactured goods placed on the GB
market from 1 Jan 2022

UKCA

Placing goods on the market in Great
Britain

Placing qualifying Northern Ireland goods
on the market in Great Britain
(unfettered access)

Qualifying Northern Ireland goods being
CE or CE and UKNI
placed on the GB market under unfettered
access

Placing goods on the EU market

Manufactured goods being placed on the
EU market

CE

The Guide and more
information on transition…
www.heartofswgrowthhub.co.uk/startgrow-business/transition/

01392 381381
tsadvice@devon.gov.uk
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chat box.
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Question and Answer session

• Delivered in partnership with

